
Complete Package for  
OE Repair Data

ALLDATA REPAIR is the industry standard for  

manufacturers’ OE diagnostic, maintenance, and  

repair information. The factory-correct information  

in  ALLDATA REPAIR includes all major makes,  

models, and the following:

  Efficient navigation concept

   Complete, unchanged, and  

unabridged information

   License agreements with major 

car manufacturers
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Technical Data Directly from 
the Car Manufacturer

ALLDATA provides complete and unedited  

technical repair data from all the major automotive 

manufacturers: complete, unchanged, and  

unabridged.

This information is critical to servicing today’s  

complex vehicles. Using a manufacturer’s original  

procedures helps assure the shop and the car  

owner that the repair is correct and of the highest  

quality possible.

Original Factory Data
for Quality Repairs



OE Repair Information Directly 
from the Car Manufacturer

   Repair procedures, diagrams, and specifications 

Unedited for all major brands 

   Detailed error codes and diagnostic test charts 

Complete and unchanged in order to provide  

accurate, correct, and safe repairs

   Electrical wiring diagrams 

Complete with adapter plugs and locations of parts 

and cable bundles

   Current technical service bulletins  

Recall campaigns and factory updates as  

published by the car manufacturer

   Filling quantities 

A prerequisite to provide professional repairs  

and maintenance

   Tightening torques 

Required for a safe repair according to  

OE Repair Information

Vast Database 

ALLDATA REPAIR currently includes more 

than 1.4M articles of information including 

procedures, diagrams, and illustrations of 

current OE repair information.  

This information includes the vast majority 

of model series and assembly groups.

High Customer Satisfaction 

Access to OE Repair Information is

crucial for a quality repair today.

OE Repair Information helps  

technicians do the job right the first  

time, making the shop more efficient  

and  satisfying customers.
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